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The Black Pullet (La poule noire) is a
grimoire that proposes to teach the science
of magical talismans and rings, including
the art of necromancy and Kabbalah. It is
believed to have been written in the 18th
century by an anonymous French officer
who served in Napoleons army. The text
takes the form of a narrative centering on
the French officer during the Egyptian
expedition led by Napoleon (referred to
here as the genius) when his unit is
suddenly attacked by Arab soldiers
(Bedouins). The French officer manages to
escape the attack, but is the only survivor.
An old Turkish man appears suddenly from
the pyramids and takes the French officer
into a secret apartment within one of the
pyramids. He nurses him back to health
whilst sharing with him the magical
teachings from ancient manuscripts that
escaped the burning of Ptolemys library.
The book itself contains information
regarding the creation of certain magical
properties, such as talismanic rings,
amulets and the Black Pullet itself. The
book also teaches the reader how to master
the extraordinary powers from these
magical properties. Perhaps the most
interesting magical property claimed in the
book is the power to produce the Black
Pullet, otherwise known as the Hen that
lays Golden Eggs. The grimoire claims that
the person who understands and attains the
power to instruct the Black Pullet will gain
unlimited wealth. The notion of such a
lucrative possession has been reflected
throughout history in fables, fairy tales and
folklore.
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The Black Pullet Or The Hen With The Golden Eggs by Medieval The Black Pullet: Science of Magical Talisman
[Anonymous] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. First surfacing in France in the 18th century, The Black
Pullet: Science of Magical Talisman - Kindle edition by Read The Black Pullet (Illustrated) by Anonymous with
Rakuten Kobo. The Black Pullet (La poule noire) is a grimoire that proposes to teach the science of Editions of Black
Pullet: Science of Magical Talisman by Anonymous : The Library of Occult Knowledge: The Black Pullet: The Black
Award-winner, The Crossover, illustrated with striking graphic novel panels. The Black Pullet - Science of Magical
Talismans. It contains many illustrations of talismans and magical rings. The procedure for bringing the black pullet into
existence describes that a black hen should be set The Black Pullet: Science of Magical Talisman - Anonymous The
Book of Magical Talismans, Including All the Magical Items and Their Uses as Ecribed in the Black Pullet on . *FREE*
Pullet. Fully Illustrated. Kindle ~ The Black Pullet (Paperback) # Read - Frank Chimero The Black Pullet (La poule
noire) is a grimoire that proposes to teach the science of magical talismans and rings, including the art of necromancy
and Kabbalah The Black Pullet Illustrated Science Of Magical Talisman - textbook The Black Pullet, or the Hen with
the Golden Eggs. Comprising the and tail on which were engraved the characters as illustrated in Figure 1. He formed a
The Black Pullet (Illustrated) eBook by Anonymous - Editions for Black Pullet: Science of Magical Talisman:
1578632021 (Paperback published in 2001), 0877281769 (Hardcover The Black Pullet (Illustrated). The Black Pullet:
Science of Magical Talisman: Anonymous White Magic : BLACK PULLET - Finbarr International Books First
surfacing in France in the 18th century, The Black Pullet is a guide to the construction and use of magical talismanic
rings. Edition, illustrated, reprint. The Black Pullet - Core Spirit The Black Pullet (La poule noire) is a grimoire that
proposes to teach the science of magical talismans and rings, including the art of necromancy and Kabbalah. The book
itself contains information regarding the creation of certain magical properties, such as talismanic
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